
Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee


Friday 1st September 2017  CHC offices   15.00 – 1700


 


MINUTES 

Present 

John Corby, Chair, (JC)

Karl Love, East Cowes Town Council, (KL)

Alex Minns, Isle of Wight Council, (AM)

Neil Oliver, Cowes Town Council (NO)

Mark Slawson, Red Funnel (MS)

Martin Nott,  Traditional boat builders & users (MN)

Ra Hennessy, Cowes Harbour Commission, (RH)

John Long, Cowes Clubs & Class Associations (JL)

Mike Harvey, Medina Combined Clubs, (MH)

Dave Ross, Cowes Clubs and Class Associations. (DR)

Jess Olden, East Cowes Marina, (JO)

Peter Jackson, Medina Combined  Clubs, (PJ)

Kate Kirby (Cowes Business Association, (KK)

Ian Bayliss, Commercial vessel operators, (IB)

Jon Pridham, Cowes Yacht Haven, (JP)

Stuart McIntosh, Cowes Harbour Commissioner and Harbour Master (SM)


Apologies 

Ben Willows, Peter Taylor, Mike Townsend, Chris Preston


To approve the minutes from the last meeting. 

Approved


Matters Arising 

RLYC new pontoon has been well received.


Freshwater pipe at Town Quay.  SM said this is definitely IWC land and property.  AM has no 
knowledge of it. Investigation continues.


Unallocated mooring buoys.  JC not so sure it’s relevant to Cowes but SM still looking at it.


Gridiron yard obstruction.  PJ thanked CHC for removing this significant danger to navigation 
Close to the East Cowes public landing.




Harbour Safety 

PJ is the Designated Person for CHC with an open mandate to provide independent assurance 
for safety direct to the Harbour Board., PJ explained that it is the Commissioners who are 
ultimaterly responsible for Port safety.   Speeding and excessive wash currently cause concern. 
The year to date total of offences is 97 of which 30% happened on a Saturday.   CHC’s policy is 
one of education rather than prosecution, however a successful court case would provide a 
significant deterrence to potential offenders..  Towards this the introduction of more 
comprehensive closed circuit TV coverage of the harbour, body cameras, better training for 
berthing masters, and  improved signage.harbor is significant and very much welcomed.


There are currently 2  ongoing investigations but meantime a general observation is that many 
harbour users lack familiarity with Cowes General Directions (GDs).  A specific incident involving 
boats speeding close to The Green which lies within the 6kt speed limit area for Cowes Harbour.  
Consideration is being given to amending the relevant to read ‘No wash and 6 knots max’ to 
change emphasis to wash.


PJ pointed out that vessels entering the fairway from moorings and marinas must  give way to 
vessels already in the fairway.


PJ advised that he welcomed the inclusion of Port Safety within the agenda.  He stressed that 
safety was very much a 2-way subject and he encouraged CHAC members to bring matters of 
safety concern to  future meetings. Advanced warning of questions on safety would help.


DR mentioned two recent incidences where the Red Funnel ferry failed to give sound signal 
warning when about to move from its East Cowes berth.   MS said he would follow this up.


Feedback on the new Cowes Harbour Handbook 

JC said that at the last meeting everyone had agreed it as the best handbook we’d seen.


MN explained he is already having meetings with the publishers about next year’s handbook 
which will evolulve from the 2017 edition..   More effort will go into getting advertising from the 
bigger companies, eg Red Funnel, East Cowes Marina and supermarkets.  Cowes Week Ltd 
should write to their sponsors & suppliers suggesting they are more involved in distribution and 
advertising.   RH could help.   Next one ‘goes to bed’ in February.   It was pointed out that this 
year the demand for the Cowes Harbour Handbook exceeded supply. 15,000 copies were all 
distributed by end of July. SM said he is happy to discuss printing more copies with the 
publishers.


MN asked if  the word ‘Harbour’ is necessary in the title, or should should it just be the Cowes 
Handbook? MN and SM agreed to consider this.


Red Funnel agreed to engage more with the handbook in the future.


Jet skis 

JC referred to a complaint that had been received about some jet skiers. SM said that CHC 
doesn’t differentiate between jetskis and other power driven craft; speed limits etc are the 
same.There is an ongoing police investigation into an incident earlier this year involving abusive 



jet skiers. PJ said that there is occasionally a problem with jet skis using the designated Water 
Sports area off East Cowes Esplanade, and that this problem is likely to become more serious 
when the East Cowes public slipway is relocated.


Shephards at Cowes Week 

SM said the intention with new partner was to make Shephards at Cowes Week more targeted at 
competitors, and that the feedback was positive.


DR mentioned how complimentary the Dragon Edinburg Cup sailors had been about the facilities 
and staff at Shephards.


CHC support next year for Destination Cowes 

SM reminded everyone of CHC’s two objectives, regarding Destination Cowes:  working with 
other organisations like Cowes Yacht Haven and the clubs to attract new events, particularly out 
of the main six week summer holiday period; and to attract more cruise ships.   Only 3 cruise 
ships this year whereas in the past there have been between 5 and 7.   Dartmouth, with similar 
challenges, get around 25. KK remarked that most of the cruise ship visitors get straight into 
coaches and don’t actually spend time in Cowes.


DR doesn’t think that Destination Cowes should be supporting yacht clubs offering commercial 
hospitality, eg lunches, to cruise ship visitors, ie actively promoting say the RLYC.   SM said it 
was purely up to a club whether they take the opportunity up.


MN said that next year is the 55th anniversary of the Old gaffers Association and that their 50th 
had brought 200 boats to the Yacht Haven.


SM confirmed that events and classes can approach CHC for potential support, possibly 
discounted berthing.


DR also mentioned that there may be 80+ Squib class dayboats in Cowes Week next year and 
that the hosts, CCYC, would ideally like to moor all the boats in the same area.


Removal of old boats at the IYWAC site 

JC revealed there are negotiations between the Sea Cadets and the IWC to use the site and that 
IWC has said it will get rid of the unsightly old boats there but they haven’t yet.   AM said he 
would go back to Property Services to investigate.   SM thought that progress was actually being 
made.


PJ welcomed the activity of the Newport HM in getting rid of abandoned and illegally parked 
boats at the Folly.


Water taxis update 



SM reminded the Committee that CHC had provided a Stakeholder subsidy for this year to the 
current taxi operator and that contract runs out at the end of this year.   Feedback for future 
options is most welcome.


PJ explained the previous 3 separate taxi organisations were now basically combined and re-
branded with main bases at  the Folly and East Cowes Marina.   There has been some criticism of 
the service in the past but it is virtually impossible to run a service that meets the demands of the 
customers within the budgets that the customers are providing.


Several people commented on how few complaints there seem to have been this year.


JC referred to some unrest on social media about one specific incident at the Round The Island 
Race weekend, and SM said this had been investigated.


JL asked if there was a minimum level of service for a taxi contractor, and SM confirmed that 
there is.


Capacity Grid 

JC said he was first alerted to this by a friend who had received a demand for rates as if he was 
living on his boat.


SM understand that the initiative of IWC was to identify any people who were using their yacht as 
their primary residence but not paying their Council Tax.   Unfortunately the way they delivered it 
though their contractor Capacity Grid was maybe clumsy and difficult to understand. The IWC 
put an action for CHC to notify them of all mooring license holders of any vessel capable of being 
slept on and the same request went to other mooring providers.  Capacity Grid then sent out 
letters to all owners requiring them to register their boats as mobile homes as well as copies of a 
mortgage statement and one utility bill, all within 14 days.  One of the concerns has been, 
particularly boat owners from the mainland, that maybe IWC intend to levy some sort of Council 
Tax on their pleasure yacht which would discourage owners from keeping their boats in the 
Island. 


AM said he had followed this up with the revenue section at IWC who had offered their apologies 
to people who had received the letters.  Capacity Grid is a national organisation which deals with 
this sort of thing all the time and had tried a ‘one size fits all’ approach when what they ought 
have done is to have discussed it with CHC first.   Houseboats are already registered at IWC 
anyway so the issue is ‘live-aboards’.  SM reckons there are a maximum of between 4 and 6 live-
aboards in the whole CHC area and AM thought a similar number for the Newport Harbour area.


KL said he was getting complaints mainly from people who were misunderstanding the letters but 
that he believed it was right that people living on boats should pay Council Tax.  However he is 
concerned about data protection and about CHC passing on information about boat owners.   
DR is particularly concerned about this as he sees it as CHC handing over private information to 
a national organisation which is paid by the Government to get money out of people.


AM said he believed that, for things like communities tax, landowners have to pass on this 
information. S.M also confirmed that the IWC have the Powers to insist on landowners and 
opertors to provide this information.


DR wants everyone who got the letter to be contacted again clearly explaining about where their 
information came from, under what legal requirement it was demanded and what is going to 
happen to that information.




PJ pointed out that this is a nationwide problem that applies especially to inland waterways, and 
that the RYA would probably have a policy. The issue of “livaboards” is of national significance 
and IWC should comply with National policy.  SM said he has already suggested this.


KL has several people approaching him about this and he needs clarification.


JC said this needs to be an Action.   SM has started it and AM says he will jolly it along.


JP said the British marine Federation are well aware of it and he can contact them.


Update on dredging, Victoria Quay and Kingston Marine Park 

SM said they are up to version 18 of the Harbour Infrastructure Funding Agreement, between 3 
parties, CHC, HCA and VQEL, the latter being the HCA’s development partner.   CHC are in a 
position to sign and are waiting for confirmation from VQEL that they are prepared to proceed 
and put security of the funding in place which allows CHC to proceed with the dredging of the 
Eastern Channel.    S.M confirmed that there are still ongoing discussions and negotiations 
between the parties and the HCA are still confident that their development partner VQEL will 
deliver. S.M commented on CHC’s frustrations on the continuing delays,


The dredging needs to be carried out during the Winter months period, ie 1st October till 31st 
March due to the proximity of the Eel grass beds and their growing season.   Boscalis 
Westminster have plant available.


JC asked how much time do you give VQEL, eg what happens if in 10 years time they still haven’t 
started but still say they still intend to?   SM said the  parties had agreed a date of the 31st 
October for the harbor infrastructure funding agreement to be completed . If the funding 
agreement is not completed by this date, the parties would discuss the options and way forward, 
which include the right for any of the parties not to proceed.


PJ raised the concerns over Southern Water’s storm drain service which has been discharging 
raw sewage into the harbour and asked if this was included in the development.  SM said the 
planners and developers are aware of the Southern water outfall and it will be up to VQEL to 
address it with Southern Water and if necessary re-route the outfall.


KL said he has met with Southern Water who are adamant that there have been no discussions 
about moving the drain.  KL said that it is important to move the drain but the cost of meeting 
current standards of environmental safety is very high indeed..   Ultimately it is down to the 
Environment Agency to decide if it had to be moved.


DR asked again what happens if it doesn’t all go ahead.   SM said this eventuality has obviously 
been discussed and that CHC has publicly stated that whilst they want to deliver the complete 
scheme, ie the dredging and the Shrape Extension, CHC will prioritise the dredging of the Eastern 
Channel over the Shrape Extension and will review the delivery and funding at the appropriate 
time. DR pointed out that the tidal and siltation projections were repeatedly based on both the 
dredging and the extension being part of the complete plan.  SM said they have modelling and 
advice for a phased delivery and there isn’t a significant change between the two.  DR said the 
data on the website isn’t detailed enough and SM said all the detailed reports were on CHC 
website and he was happy to explain it.   DR asked if CHC take on the Eastern Channel anyway 
when would they do it.   SM replied that if VQEL pull out, CHC will still want to have discussions 
with the HCA about the site and delivery of the harbour infrastructure. SM commented that the 
Venture Quay site is a strategically important site for the harbor and marine employment and 



therefore any discussions with the HCA  will need to address and include the integrated issues 
and requirements of Wight Shipyard, Red Funnel and the proposed Kingston Marine Park.


DR made the point that there are a number of stakeholders looking at dredging their own areas 
with their own money but who are reluctant to start just yet because there might be considerable 
new sedimentation from all the possible Eastern Channel and new marina dredging, but some of 
the stakeholders can’t hold off much longer for commercial reasons.


SM said the recent modelling, bathymetric surveys and independent reporting doesn’t show any 
increased overall sedimentation. DR disagreed but re-iterated that the stakeholders need to know 
when they can dredge and get best value for money.


JC said the whole question of sedimentation was a discussion for another meeting.


SM said that any capital dredge, eg the new marina and/or the Eastern Channel will result in a 
temporary increase in the sedimentation flux in the system but that all the dredging stakeholders 
are being kept informed of the situation.


JC asked how long the dredging takes, SM said the eastern Channel will take approximately 6 
weeks so could still be started in middle of February.


SM’s understanding of Kingston Marine Park is that the transfer from HCA to IWC hasn’t been 
completed yet, but that IWC has costed the development including, providing the lift-out facility 
and considerable ground stabilisation of the lower terraces, and is currently looking at the return 
from investment and opportunities for grant funding that will be required .


JC said this has to happen because otherwise the Island loses vital shipyards and that it is Red 
Funnel’s interest that it happens too, so they should contribute.   ML said that investing in 
Kingston wasn’t part of the company’s new owners plans but JC said they stood to gain a lot 
from it.   ML said RF were very keen for the new Red Jets to be built and serviced on the Island.


KL said he opposed the new RF development in order to protect the existing industry.  Wight 
Shipyard have threatened to move to the mainland and he sees no work done on the Kingston 
site for quite a while which is extremely concerning.


IB said that since 2011 his company (Seacat Services) has been very supportive of the marine 
industry in the IW but understands the challenges and that many businesses will leave the Island 
if no long term solution is found to provide appropriate marine manufacturing and service site/s 
and facilities..


JC said this was a subject very close to his heart and he would happily discuss it for the rest of 
the day but there wasn’t time.


SM said CHC are committed to supporting and where necessary facilitating the retention of 
sustainable marine employment in the Medina.


JC told ML that RF had got their planning permissions based on Kingston being built.


AM said the issue is who pays for Kingston and the IWC don’t have the money.  SM said CHC 
were actively involved  in discussions with all the parties and that CHC will continue to keep 
CHAC and stakeholders informed of progress and consult on any proposed changes to the 
current plans. IB said he new that John Metcalfe (IWC) has been lobbying very seriously to get 
the money.




Floating Bridge 

JC said that as the floating bridge has been taken out of service until problems have been fully 
resolved. Accordingly there is little for CHAC to discuss.. 


Kl  assured the meeting  that he would put pressure on the IWC to provide a full replacement 
launch service and acknowledged the impact on local businesses.


AM thanked CHC for their assistance to IWC in trying to solve the problems.  The two primary 
issues are the noise, and clearance over the chains on the mid ebbing tide. Positively, at low and 
high tide the clearances over the chain are higher than the old ferry.   The designers now have to 
provide a solution to solve the mid ebb tide issue.  SM is fairly confident a straight forward 
engineering design solution can be found for the chains clearance issue.


Should CHAC offer to ‘Advise’ Cowes Week Ltd 

JC  tabled the question: “ Should CHAC have an official relationship with CWL on strictly harbour 
issues to spread “good will” and try and improve relationships, or  should CHAC take a neutral 
position.


PJ didn’t think this is what CHAC is for.   IB thought that maybe an olive branch was a good idea.   
MS thought CWL ought to take into account stakeholders views and that CHAC was the best 
group of relevant stakeholders to create a positive influence on CWL. JL pointed out that CWL do 
have formal feedback channels from competitors and that maybe an additional feedback session 
from stakeholders might be a good idea.


SM said CHC  would  continue to support CWL & C.C.C. and stressed the importance and 
requirement for good communications and consultation with the stakeholders for the future 
success of the event. 


Should the speed limit be increased for low-wash river transport? 

JC admitted this is one his own crusades as he believes that as the river becomes more and 
more developed, eg: Kingston and Folly, the river needs to be used more earnestly for transport.  
6 knots isn’t practical but 10 or 12 might be, and modern purpose built boats could make less 
wash at 10 knots than a RIB at 6.SM said that there may be possibility for a dispensation but that 
it would have to be looked at very closely.


To discuss updating CHAC representation 

PJ reported that the CHAC sub-group tasked at the last meeting with investigating stakeholder 
representation and making recommendations had met. He had been  invited to meeting to 
consider the proposals for updating stakeholder representation laid before them. Attempts had 
been made to remain within or close to the number of delegates specified in the constitution 
(8-14 members) but that it was considered worthwhile to include additional representatives from 
the RNLI, commercial fishing, water taxis, and waterfront freehold residents.


The proposed stakeholder representation was agreed subject to minor additions and adjustment 
to groupings for Commercial Shipping, and Wharf and Shipyard operators proposed by IB.


 




JC advised that the next stage was the nomination by individual stakeholder groups of their 
delegate. JC also stressed the importance of delegates having reliable deputies to ensure 
consistency of stakeholder representation, and also that it was essential that CHAC business 
should be streamed back down from the meetings to harbour users..It was agreed that JC would 
circulate an amended  list of stakeholder groupings, with proposed representatives list for 
approval by the committee.


AOB 

RA circulated a paper on marketing and communications for feedback from CHAC members.


PJ asked for the training pontoon to be returned to station as soon as possible as it was an 
important harbour facility and much used..   SM will be sending out a questionaire about what 
services are requested.


John Corby, Chairman.


